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Enjoy your way into one of the craziest beat'em ups! Be a helper soul, take your weapon and destroy everything on
your path!

This is a BETA build currently. Content is being added constantly! So please bring me your feedback to improve more
this experience.

NOT FOR SENSITIVE PLAYERS!
________________________________________________________________

Kally was once known as a lonely girl, without family and friends. Maybe that was the reason... she died.

Now Kally has found out she is in hell, where darkness is everywhere and horrendous creatures want to devour her.

She meets a new companion: Eerik, who died in strange circumstances and was apparently locked in jail.

The Grim Reaper appeared, and Kally and Eerik thought it was over and that Death-himself was taking their souls with him.
But Eerik caught Grim Reaper off-guard, stole his scythe, and gave it to Kally.

After an intense fight, Eerik cut off the head of Grim Reaper and decided to bring it with them as proof of their strength.

Death's head tells them that in order to escape and go back on earth among the living, they must take down the supreme
king...

And he is on top of the hills...
Inside a huge castle guarded by demonic creatures!
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There awaits the darkest adventure of our lives!

This rooms are magic portals, any door could bring you anywhere, where you gonna go?

¿ How long can you survive ?
____
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Title: The Eerie Adventures Of Kally
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
DS
Publisher:
DS
Release Date: 31 May, 2018
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This is an amazing game. Its in the top 3 of my favorite Cod Games. First, the multiplayer is great. The exo-suits are nice, you
don't go to high and the slide feature is awesome. Second the Zombies is just flat out the best. There is mod tools, 13 zombie
maps and has very op weapons. Not to mention 9 of those 13 maps are remakes. (Der Reise as the Giant, Nacht Der Untoten,
Verruckt, Shi No Numa, Kino Der Toten, Ascension, Shangra La, Moon, and Origins.) Finally, campaign is fun, but its kinda
confusing and didn't go along with BO1 or 2 campaign. Over all this is an awesome game. Good job Treyach!. Not optimized
for Minimal specs. Looks and feels like mobile port.
Refund.. Really cute and fun VN, the translation and plot is much better than in the original fox hime (which i recommend to
read first), and has voice acting, something than in the original one wasn't present.
The art is gorgeous, i really loved the landscapes and the live2D details.
There si no "Nudity" or "Sexual Content", so i dont understand why those tags are present.
In general, for that price, this VN is a must if you like anime and cute fox girls :3
. The only reason I have 7.3 hours of Wrath of Anna logged (woefully making it impossible to try to get a refund..) is that I left
the game alt-tabbed after it failed to boot up an online match (but seemed to freeze and never loaded the main menu again) and
I left to go do something else, forgetting about it.

Look closely at the footage in this game's trailer. No interaction is shown with any enemy, object, or NPCs, instead the player
character is mindlessly meandering through the environments, occassionally ducking and staring at something in the distance.
You will get all of this and nothing more if you choose to spend your money on Wrath of Anna. Wrath of Anna is perhaps best
summarized by one of the screenshots the dev has selected in the preview images, a stairway to nowhere, shrouded in fog. This
game has a cool setting but is completely devoid of anything of substance.

I was skeptical of this game's detractors in the review section, hoping that I would find some enjoyment from its awesome-
looking setting and ambience of a funky, futuristic, Steam Punk and Lost Planet esque environment, but I was also weary of all
of the reviews stating that the game was broken, empty, or unplayable.

Wrath of Anna is broken, empty, and unplayable.

Upon booting up the game I found my character to be strolling around with his arms held outward in the form of holding a gun,
though lacking any armament in his hands.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1258045971
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This made for an immediately comical but off-putting vibe which was only amplified in the brief amount of time I have spent
with the game. I eventually wandered to a doorway which contained a storage box and a couple of guns on the ground next to it.
I thought "Sweet! Finally, a gun I can use!" (against who, I had yet to find out as I hadn't seen any enemies or creatures for the
preceding 5 minutes of wandering..) I then clicked the LMB to no avail (since the guns I picked up had no ammo, nor any ammo
nearby..) as an AI character waltzed up to me (the same character model as myself albeit with a red palette for his hairdo..) This
AI adversary shot at me a few times then locked into place as the skyline and surrounding 50 feet ahead of me all went black
and the game began displaying the "hit lines" of his shots, also frozen in place.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1258046000

I then apparently bled out from being attacked by this enemy, reloaded the game in a drab area with cool-looking but static,
unmoving airships above and figured I would see if the online mode were any more functional. (Spoilers: It's not. ... Then again
I wouldn't know as it never loaded.)

This game is one of the most broken I have played on Steam, and while its concept and setting seem appealing, it's simply an
unplayable bore. I doubt anyone is present online (though it never loaded so who knows..) and the single player is an incredibly
empty, underdeveloped scattering of assets. You see a range of giant gears, sandworms in the distance, and trees strewn about
but when it comes to any player interaction with these the game provides no tutorial whatsoever. The Mech looks dope af in the
preview images for the game, but then when I walk up to one and hit E or spacebar to interact with it, all that happens is a
notification that I can't interact with the item and then another shining example of the refinement the game has accomplished
appears via a coding string of "True" appearing in the upper-left of the screen.

I don't have much to say about Wrath of Anna because I don't feel like I was able to even experience any of it. If the creators
intended for this to be a full product, it's insulting that the "game" (I use that term incredibly loosely) is at an astounding price of
19.99 in its current state. This thing is in shambles. It has an enticing environment and the animations (when there are
animations..) don't seem terrible, but this is little more than a husk of what might have been a cool experience. I would not
recommend this game to anyone in its current broken state.. So this game.
Have a pen/paper handy or be prepared to backtrack to remind yourself of information.
Also I don't know if its just me but I was unable to alt-tab whilst in puzzles but can during walkaround, well done.
Some of the 'clues' in this game are obscure and with no updated in the journal tlling you what you've discovered then you need
to backtrack alot.
Not recommended unless well discounted
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Pretty awesome game, little bugs here and there but everything runs smooth. Definatly worth the buy if you're looking for a
newer mx game!
Has a ton of customization as well.

Only thing I would change is the 2 strokes sound. Way off and pretty annoying to the point you don't really want to race them..
The game was good and a few different things that you could get but the ending was dissapointing you could have or update the
game that you have the option to stay and maybe live with them. i'm a easy man, anime + VR = sure buy. Now as i put on gal
gun VR... if you are a otaku and have VR and you don't have this game.. then you are lying, or you are not an otaku or you don't
have VR.

My only problem with this game.. really put VR after a sale... at least is before winter sale... and probably will be more cheaper
then.. still that is VR make it enough reason to buy at full price .. and hope next of their games will come VR at launch.... I liked
the original free version enough to buy the Pro version the day it was released. It's a nice way to relax. Put on your own music
and play with particles. I'm still learning how to best play with the new tools in the pro version, but they definitely provide some
interesting new effects. Yes, it's a simple concept but for free or $5 for pro it's certainly worth playing with.. nice russia ez vac.
This car and track are great but you never get to use them during the single player campaign. With that in mind I can't bring
myself to recommend this DLC.. A Wonderful Story,No lies at all. Those Tactics,The FPS, Every Chapter/Mission Is
Interesting which won't get your Bored Quickly. Every Brothers In Arms' Games,Bring Tears to My eyes,By Music or the
Dialogues. I suggest You to Buy the Complete series at once. Play This series,From The RTH30 To Hell's Highway. I request
Ubisoft/GearBox Studios to make the Sequel.. Good game. Relaxing and funny.

The April Update:
Hello everyone! There is new version on the Next branch. This update is not compatible with the previous versions. I added
support for model lods (better performance), finished Captains feature, personnel cost and limit. UI is in progress and not final.
I will start working on scientists and science board.

Have fun!. Teslagrad is a Finalist in two categories for the Unity Awards 2014!:
We're proud to announce that Teslagrad has been selected as a finalist in the Community Choice and the Best 2D Visual
Experience categories for Unity Awards 2014! The entire team is extremely stoked, and we hope that you'll vote for us here:

https://unity3d.com/awards/2014. Update!:
Hello everyone!

We are back to you with good news!
We decided to skip Early Access and make full version of the game available in 2018! (We hope in Q2)

Sorry for the delay with answers, but it is very hard to be a small independent studio without money :(. Bundle discount:
Steam bundle discount: https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/5481/Masterpiece_bundle/. Patch Note ver.0.2.0.3 + Chinese
Language Patch Link:

1. 2 Ordeal. Sudoku Jigsaw - Sign up for Beta:

[discord.gg]

Join our Discord[discord.gg] server to sign up for Sudoku Jigsaw Beta test.
Just send your Steam profile link to #sign-up channel and we'll contact you soon.

Launch date - September 13.
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Add to Wishlist to stay updated when we'll be live:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/858040/Sudoku_Jigsaw/

Regards,
Konstructors team. Update v0.0.69,3:
Hello Testers,

The dark age has come to an end because we bring light on the earth (or in this case to our zombie playground). Additionally we
designed a street lamp and a park bench. We also implemented the running system with stamina.

We hope you like the new features and as always,
thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter.

These changes are now avaiable in the preTesting version of the game.

With kind regards

PR Manager SequenZz
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